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About This Game

Brick Battalion is a competitive tile-matching game where you can play with up to 8 people online or with bots. Play alone, in
teams or engage in a Free-For-All in a space-themed battle for domination. By matching and chaining bricks, you can create

more powerful attacks to defeat your enemies.

Key Features

Online Matchmaking

Play against other players of a similar skill level and earn higher ranks as you become more adept. You can also play
cooperatively against bots of increasing difficulty, if preferred.

Custom Games

Take control with custom games. Set difficulty, handicaps and game speed. Set teams up however you desire. Mix and
match human players and bots. Spectate matches to learn new techniques.

Single Player Modes
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Play single player to set records in the high score table. Play against waves of bots in gauntlet and defeat as many as
possible, or play by yourself to create epic combos. There are weekly, monthly, and all-time leaderboards for both
practice and gauntlet modes.

Profiles and Achievements

Battle statistics are recorded in your profile. Keep track of your progress in both matchmaking and single player. Earn
achievements as you progress.

Supports Offline Play

Play even when you don't have an internet connection. Offline mode supports all styles of play against bots.
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Scoria Studios
Publisher:
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brick battalion. brick brigade store. brick brigade shop

Brick Battalion is a fun competitive puzzle game in the 'match gems' genre. It reminds me a little of Dr. Mario meets Columns.
Instead of just clearing gems off of your own screen, your successful combinations (chains) directly trigger attacks on your
opponent's ships, in the form of debris. This debris is randomly placed on top of your opponent's gems, typically blocking their
ability to create matches. The only way to clear the debris is to make a gem match next to the debris, which will destory it along
with the gems. The larger the combinations of gem matches, the larger the attack on your opponents (and subsequent debris
field dropped upon them). Of course, the whole time you are wreaking havoc on your opponents, they are also attempting to
wreak havoc upon you.

Pros:

+ Online Multiplayer that supports up to 8 players in various combinations of humans, AI Bots, Teams
+ Plenty of customization options
+ Addictive when playing against friends - always looking to create a huge chain attack by planning ahead

Cons:

- Currently low playerbase - Likely need to get friends to buy it as well (it's worth it IMO)

While I don't think it would be fair to call it a "Con", due to the fact that it doesn't impact the gameplay, I would say that the
graphics are only adequate. The particle effects and sounds are nice, but I feel like the menus and color scheme are a bit
dreary\/dated. While this doesn't hamper gameplay in the least, I do wish there was a bit more polish and shine to the overall
aesthetics. Certainly not a deal-breaker, however. Just something that would help being a bit more character to the game.

The only other thing I would like to see is an alternate rotation of the gems provided. Those of you who have played games like
Dr. Mario will be well aware of the way the gems rotated. While it might seem like a small thing, it really makes a big
difference (especially when the game picks up speed and you have very little time to think). I routinely end up misplacing a
gem, because its horizontal position moves one column over while being rotated, due to the way the gems rotate arond the right-
side "block". The dev has said this alternative rotation scheme might be offered in an update, which would be outstanding and
certainly make this the complete package in my mind.

All things considered, I find this game to be a fun game to play with friends. It has that "one more match" appeal that is exactly
what you are typically looking for in a game like this. Rarely do you see games in this genre that also offer online multiplayer
(up to 8 players!). Not only can you play online with your friends (or strangers), but you can even play cooperatively (teams) in
any combination of humans vs AI bots. There is even the ability to spectate a match once you are knocked out (or even for the
whole match, if you choose to do so). It's really nice to see so much customization offered.

If you like this genre of game, I don' think you can go wrong with your $10.. Edit, post 1.05 release

Much better, fun gameplay.

There is still no way to counter damage. But it is now perfectly playable !

old review :

While I enjoy playing this game, this is no Puyo Puyo.

The gameplay is too rigid, too slow pace, and there is not enough strategy

+ Puyopuyo style gameplay, which is rare on PC
+ Beautiful ingame graphics, particles effects and background.
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+ The Pewpew effect is there. Destroying battleships is fun

- Rigid as hell, high altitude competitive game out of question.
- Slow pace, boring in multiplayer FFA
- No defence, so first to 6 hits win.
- Menu visuals, look and feel unprofessional.

As is, I can't recommand this game. I hope there will be improvements or the second installement will fix these issues.

This is for casual play at best and it is not worth 10\u20ac.. This is one of the best "Tetris" implementations I've ever played...
Addictive and more interesting than... well... Tetris!

Well done!
:)
Thumbs Up!. Pretty fun game. The rules are simple: destroy the other ships by matching 4+ same color bricks to shoot and the
more combos you make, the higher damage you will do to the other ships. Sounds easy right?... until you realize the others ships
shooting at you go by the same rules.
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